Feed-in fluctuations induced by renewables are one of the key challenges to the stability and quality of electrical power grids. In particular short-term fluctuations disturb the system on a time scale, on which load balancing does not operate yet and the system is intrinsically governed by self-organized synchronization. Wind and solar power are known to be strongly non-Gaussian with intermittent increment statistics in these time scales. We investigate the impact of short-term wind fluctuations on the basis of a Kuramoto-like power grid model considering stability in terms of desynchronization and frequency and voltage quality aspects. We compare intermittent feed-in with a realistic power spectrum, correlated Gaussian noise of the same spectrum, and Gaussian white noise. We found out that the likelihood of severe outages is mainly determined by the temporal correlation of the feed-in. The intermittent nature of wind power is transferred into frequency and voltage fluctuations. This establishes a novel type of fluctuations with severe consequences on frequency and voltage quality, which are beyond engineering status of knowledge.
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PACS numbers:
Introduction.-Reliable energy supply is a basic requirement for modern society. In the course of the energy transition, the electrical power system is undergoing substantial changes: Conventional power plants, whose power output is constant and adjustable to the current demand, are progressively being replaced by fluctuating renewables like wind and solar.
Wind power is one of the main renewable energy sources and intended to constitute a considerable part of future energy composition. It features power fluctuations ranging from seasonal to second and sub-second scale. These short-term fluctuations are particularly problematic, since they occur on a time-scale, on which load balancing mechanisms do not operate yet and the power system is mainly governed by inertia. As driven by athmospheric turbulence, wind power is strongly nonGaussian with intermittent increment statistics and a S(f ) ∼ f −5/3 power spectrum [1] [2] [3] [4] . Due to spatial correlations, the intermittency is not removed even on country-wide scales [5] . If conventional supply shall be substituted by renewables, the influence of these specific fluctuations on grid stability and quality has to be understood.
To capture the main characteristics of real wind feedin, we generate intermittent time series on the basis of a Langevin-type model and impose a realistic power spectrum. For comparison, we use correlated Gaussian noise of the same spectrum and Gaussian white noise. The stochastic feed-in is implemented into a Kuramoto-like (KM) power grid model, capturing frequency and voltage dynamics in the order of seconds. The KM approach is based on electrical engineering standards [6, 7] and has been seized by nonlinear dynamics and control theory to investigate basic mechanisms of power system dynamics and stability-topology interplay in recent years (e. g. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] ). The impact of grid decentralization, the second key issue of future power grids, was considered within this framework in [13] . With this study, we initiate to investigate the impacts of stochastic feed-in with realistic properties: temporal correlation, realistic power spectrum and intermittent increment statistics. We consider two aspects of practical relevance: the likelihood of noise-induced desynchronization given by the average escape time, and frequency and voltage quality.
The power grid model.-In power system dynamics, a synchronized state with constant frequencies, voltages and stationary power transfer is the desired mode of operation. Within the KM-like approach, the power grid is represented by a network of N synchronous generators and motors transforming mechanical power into electrical power, or vice versa. The coupled dynamics of the phase angles {δ i } and magnitudes {E i } of the complex nodal voltages {E i = E i e iδi } i∈{1,..,N } are given by [14] :
with ω i =δ i being the individual frequency of the i-th oscillator. P m,i denotes the mechanical input or output power and P e,ij = B ij E i E j sin δ ij is the electrical real power transferred between machines i and j. The susceptance matrix {B ij } i,j∈{1,..,N } represents the network topology in case of a lossless high transmission grid. γ i , α i , C i , Γ i and χ i comprise machine and line parameters. Network topology.-We first consider a two-machine (G-M) system as the basic componenent of any power network. The complex network topology is based on an IEEE test system with 33 generators, 40 consumers and 118 links (see Fig. 1 ) [24] . The machine parameters are Implementing noise.-The increment probability density functions (pdf) of real wind power data significantly deviate from Gaussianity and its power spectrum S(f ) displays 5 3 -decay with some discrepancy in the high frequency range (see Fig. 2 ). Based on this, we consider three types of synthetique feed-in noise. For the most realistic scenario, we generate intermittent power time series by use of the Langevin-type model [15] :
In a second step, the spectrum is modified in order that it essentially resembles the real data power spectrum. temporal correlations. This type of noise is referred as Gaussian53 in the following. Thirdly, we put aside the applicational requirements and consider Gaussian white noise.
We implement feed-in fluctuations into Eq. (1) by replacing the generator's constant power input byP (t) = P m +px(t). The penetration p allows to tune the percentage of fluctuating input. Since x(t) = 0, P (t) = P m and power-load balance is maintained on long-time average. We further integrate two properties of real wind power injection into the feed-in time series. First, the generator is not allowed to act as a motor, i. e. P (t) > 0 has to be assured. Secondly, there is a cutoff for the maximum (rated) power fed into the grid. Therefore, we restrict x(t) to [−1.0, 1.0] by setting x(t) = −1.0 ∀ x(t) < −1.0 and x(t) = 1.0 ∀ x(t) > 1.0. This additionally truncates some of the extreme events in the strongly intermittent power time series. The mean and standard deviation is nonetheless nearly unaffected by this.
Stability assessment.-In electrical engineering, power system stability is customarily defined as the system's ability to return to stationary operation after a specific disturbance [16] . In other words, it depends on whether the system returns to a synchronized state with constant phase angles δ i , frequencies ω i , and voltages E i , i. e. to a fixed point. As stability measures for deterministic KM-like power systems, basin stability [17] and survivability [18] have been established. The former quantifies the likelihood of returning to stationary operation after a random shift in phase space, the latter additionally monitors tolerance bound violations.
Stochastic feed-in causes parameter fluctuations, which permanently modify the fixed point's basin of attraction. Hence, the system variables fluctuate around their stationary values under corresponding constant input. The system may even be kicked out of the basin of attraction, which implies desynchronization and therefore can be interpreted as a severe system outage. The average escape time provides a stability measure related to the probability of such incidents. From the engineering viewpoint, frequency and voltage quality play an important role in power system assessment. Not only violations of tolerance bounds are relevant, but also deviations from nominal values in general and their corresponding gradients, since they stress elctronic devices and may cause flickering [19, 20] . These informations are revealed by frequency and voltage pdfs and the corresponding increment pdfs.
Two-machine system.-The G-M system (Fig. 1 ) is operated in a coexistence region of a stable fixed point and a stable limit cycle [14] for P m,1 =−P m,2 =0.7, B 12 = 1.0 and B 11 = B 22 = −0.8. For constant feed-in the system runs in its fixed point (ω * 1 = ω * 2 = 0 in a reference frame rotating with nominal frequency). In the following, the terms fixed point and stationary values refer to the corresponding system under constant power input (p =0). Fig. 4 shows an example escape scenario. First, generator and motor frequency fluctuate around their fixed point values. At T out the system leaves its basin of attraction and enters the limit cycle region [25] . The machine voltages not shown here behave analogously. Before the escape, the system was able to withstand several bursty time intervals. Thus, escaping is not simply a matter of the actual magnitude of the feed-in noise, but essentially depends on the system's location in phase space determined by its response to the previous fluctuations and the actual volume of the stability basin.
We calculated the average escape timeT out as a function of intermittence strength D and for Gaussian53 noise for different penetrations p. As qualitatively expected, the higher the percentage of fluctuating input, the lower the system stability with respect to noiseinduced desynchronization. Additionally, the system is destabilized with increasing D, whereas for weakly intermittent noiseT out tends towards the value for Gaussian53 noise. For the maximum penetration p = 0.7, the Gaussian53 scenario overestimates the average escape time of strongly intermittent feed-in (D = 2.0) by a factor of about 1.5, with decreasing penetration this difference grows. If we neglect the rated power bound and allow for more extreme events,T out will decrease. For Gaussian white noise no escapes are observed for simulations of T ∼ (10 7 ). Increasing the standard deviation by a factor of about 5 while dropping the boundedness yields average escape times of the same order of magnitude as for intermittent and Gaussian53 feed-in. IEEE grid.-The generator feed-in is P m,M = 0.7, the motor consumption is set P m,M = −0.575 to ensure power balance, further B ij = 1.3 for i = j and B ij = 0.2 − 1.3k i for i = j (with k i being the number of nodes adjacent to node i). We now vary the percentage of stochastic feed-in by the number of fluctuating generators N fl . The overall system behaviour in terms of phase coherence can be condensed in the order parameter
iδi [21] . However, it turnes out reasonable to monitor system stability based on the individual machines rather than r(t). Thus, we define the firstescape time T out as the time at which the first machine falls out. Fig. 5 shows an example desynchronization scenario. We calculateT out on the basis of an ensemble averaging as follows: First we select N fl generators to be fluctuating (with maximum penetration p = 0.7). The initial conditions {δ i , ω i , E i } i∈{1,..,74} correspond to the stationary state, which has to be proven the most stable in previous simulations. In a spatially embedded power grid, spatial correlations of the feed-in play a role. As this is a topic on its own, here we restrict ourselves to the two border cases: independent power feed-inP i (t) and global noiseP i (t) =P (t) ∀ i. Fig. 5 shows the average first-escape timeT out as a function of N fl for strongly and weakly intermittent and Gaussian53 noise. With increasing number of fluctuating generators the system gets less stable. The differences between strongly intermittent and Gaussian53 noise, as obvious in the two-machine system, are not apparent here. In this meshed topology, which is typical for transmission grids, each node has k i >= 2 neighbors. In contrast to the single G-M system, in the complex network the machines have the possibility to compensate rapid feedin changes via all adjacent machines and reroute power flows. By performing ensemble averaging over the locations of the fluctuating generators, we postpone the issue of single node stability depending on the topological position. For global noise, the system turnes out to be more stable in this specific case. Other simulations hint, that this preference depends on the specific topology and generation pattern, in particular the position of the fluctuating generators. This raises a new issue for follow-up research, as in stochastic systems the stability-topology interplay additionally depends on the spatial correlation of the feed-in.
Frequency and voltage quality.-We select five generators from the IEEE system to be fluctuating and one component consisting of a fluctuating generator G and one of its adjacent motors M (see Fig. 1 ). We monitor frequency and voltage fluctuations during normal operation under different noise scenarios with p = 0.2. The frequency and voltage pdfs give information about the magnitude of the fluctuations and the probability of violating certain tolerance bounds, the corresponding increment pdfs reveal frequency and voltage jumps (see Fig. 6 ). For all noise scenarios the generator, as the primarily affected machine, displays larger fluctuations than the adjacent motor. Gaussian white noise underestimates the magnitude of frequency and voltage deviations significantly. Gaussian53 noise particularly underrates the probability of large positive frequency deviations. Even more importantly, the increment pdfs reveal an essential difference between intermittent and non-intermittent feed-in: The intermittent nature of the power fluctuations becomes apparent in the frequency and voltage fluctuations. This affects not only the fluctuating generators, but also the other machines in the network. Intermittency here implicates, that abrupt large fluctuations occur more likely (e. g. in Fig. 6 the probability of an abrupt generator frequency change of 5σ ω,G is ∼ 10 3 larger for strongly intermittent than for Gaussian53 noise). This drastically reduces frequency and voltage quality.
Conclusions.-We investigated the impact of intermittent feed-in fluctuations with realistic wind power prop- erties on grid stability and quality. With view to system stability, in complex transmission grids severe outages due to noise-induced desynchronization are mainly determined by the temporal correlation of the feed-in and the intermittency feature by itself plays a minor role. However, the intermittent feed-in scenario indicates severe consequences on frequency and voltage quality. First, the likelihood of large frequency deviations, and hence the violation of tolerance bounds, increases. But even more importantly, the intermittent nature of wind is not only transferred into the power output statistics of wind plants [2] . It also becomes apparent in the increment statistics of frequency and voltage fluctuations. Electrical engineering communities are aware of voltage and frequency quality issues due to wind power feed-in, but the substantial implications of intermittency are not comprehended [20, 22] . However, for the design of future energy systems, it will be absolutely essential to capture intermittency fundamentally. Our findings also concern solar power input, which is also correlated and even more intermittent [1] . Solar power is fed into the grid via inverters, which lack inertia and therefore aggravate stability problems. In summary, we showed that the characteristics of real wind power destabilize the power grid and decrease frequency and voltage quality. Further studies, e. g. on optimal embedding or smart control and storage, have to take this into account.
